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Offline Activation: Send your challenge code and user ID to service@amplesound.n Our customer service team will send you a keycode within 24 hours. Activation: enter the activation code. Enter the ID and password to access your instance of the software product. The key activation code will be sent to the e-mail address you specified. Within an hour, our manager will contact you to confirm the activation of the key. With the purchase of 1
package of ProShow Producer 6, you can order an unlimited number of keyframe replacements. The ProShop Producers 6 Activation Key Certificate allows you to replace up to 3 changes to a key frame in a licensed video clip. This replaces all keyframes. At the end of the replacement, labels with unsuccessful frames are removed. Keyframe replacement cost Professional lighting: from 2'000 rubles. Installation: from 5'000 to 30'000 rubles

Accreditation for the event: from 1'000 500 rubles Creation of television air: from 8'000 from 45'000 The cost of works and licenses for the regions of Russia is based on a 50% discount from the price list for components. Scope of delivery: licenses and accessories Package: Mac and PC license for 1 year (without internet access and other restrictions) Minimum order for this kit: Brief list of media components This bundle is a set of 16
ProShare Producer licenses for different versions of the editing and recording software. DVD video creation software (DVD-Inspire, DVDScene) is not included. To install and run the licensed version of the program, you need software for Windows (HD AVS Video Editor, HD AVsetools, DVDVideoEdit). ProSharÂ® Custom License for Windows and Mac Includes all the necessary source files to create your own projects. It is supplied

subject to payment of the full cost of the software product (see below). The standard Pro SharÂ® license does not contain user settings. The cost of a standard ProSharan license also includes a VCD video recording with the ability to store up to 5 days on the HDD. Extra licenses (in the case of the standard ProSharp SDK) cannot be used to work on this functionality! This license allows you to use the full set of all features of the Standard SDK
for: Save up to 5 minutes of recordings n
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